Editorials

1169 Variations in energy intake: it is more complicated than we think. YY Lam and E Ravussin
See corresponding article on page 1206.

1171 When to eat! NV Dhurandhar and M Binks
See corresponding article on page 1213.

1173 Salt substitution is a promising but unproven intervention for stroke management.
B Neal and JHY Wu
See corresponding article on page 1267.

Perspective

1175 Surrogate disease markers as substitutes for chronic disease outcomes in studies of diet and chronic disease relations. EA Yetley, DL DeMets, and WR Harlan Jr.

Original Research Communications

Obesity and eating disorders

1190 Within-day protein distribution does not influence body composition responses during weight loss in resistance-training adults who are overweight. JL Hudson, JE Kim, D Paddon-Jones, and WW Campbell

1197 No metabolic effects of mustard allyl-isothiocyanate compared with placebo in men. M Langeveld, CY Tan, MR Soeters, S Virtue, LPE Watson, PR Murgatroyd, GK Ambler, S Vidal-Puig, KV Chatterjee, and A Vidal-Puig

Nutritional status, dietary intake, and body composition

1206 Investigating predictors of eating: is resting metabolic rate really the strongest proxy of energy intake? J McNeil, G Lamothe, JD Cameron, M-È Riou, S Cadieux, J Lafrenière, G Goldfield, S Willbond, D Prud’homme, and É Doucet
See corresponding editorial on page 1169.

1213 Later circadian timing of food intake is associated with increased body fat. AW McHill, AJK Phillips, CA Czeisler, L Keating, K Yee, LK Barger, M Garraulet, FAJL Scheer, and EB Klerman
See corresponding editorial on page 1171.

1220 Time of day and eating behaviors are associated with the composition and function of the human gastrointestinal microbiota. JL Kaczmarek, SMA Musaad, and HD Holscher

1232 Comparison of midupper arm circumference and weight-for-height z score for assessing acute malnutrition in Bangladeshi children aged 6–60 mo: an analytical study. MI Hossain, T Ahmed, SE Arifeen, SM Biliah, ASG Faruque, MM Islam, and AA Jackson

Carbohydrate metabolism and diabetes

1238 Plasma glucose and insulin responses after consumption of breakfasts with different sources of soluble fiber in type 2 diabetes patients: a randomized crossover clinical trial. CM de Carvalho, TP de Paula, LQ Viana, VMT Machado, JC de Almeida, and MJ Azevedo

1246 Effect of prior meal macronutrient composition on postprandial glycemic responses and glycemic index and glycemic load value determinations. H Meng, NR Jonathan, LM Ausman, and AH Lichtenstein

Energy and protein metabolism

1257 In the elderly, meat protein assimilation from rare meat is lower than that from meat that is well done. C Buffière, C Gaudichon, N Hafnaoui, C Migné, V Scisloesky, N Khodorova, L Mosoni, A Blot, Y Boirie, D Dardevet, V Santé-Lhoutellier, and D Rémond

Vitamins, minerals, and phytochemicals

See corresponding editorial on page 1173.
Growth, development, and pediatrics

1274 Randomized controlled trial on the impact of early-life intervention with bifidobacteria on the healthy infant fecal microbiota and metabolome. M Bazanella, TV Maier, T Clavel, I Lagkouvardos, M Lucio, MX Maldonado-Gómez, C Autran, J Walter, L Bode, P Schmitt-Kopplin, and D Haller

Cancer

1287 Inflammatory potential of the diet and colorectal tumor risk in persons with Lynch syndrome. JGM Brouwer, M Makama, GJ van Woudenbergh, HFA Vasen, FM Nagengast, JH Kleibeuker, E Kampman, and FJB van Duijnhoven

Nutritional epidemiology and public health

1295 Trajectories of maternal weight from before pregnancy through postpartum and associations with childhood obesity. SA Leonard, KM Rasmussen, JC King, and B Abrams

1302 Biomarkers of food intake and nutrient status are associated with glucose tolerance status and development of type 2 diabetes in older Swedish women. O Savolainen, MV Lind, G Bergström, B Fagerberg, A-S Sandberg, and A Ross

1311 Cluster randomized controlled trial of a consumer behavior intervention to improve healthy food purchases from online canteens. T Delaney, R Wyse, SL Yoong, R Sutherland, J Wiggers, K Ball, K Campbell, C Rissel, C Lecathelinais, and L Wolfenden

Gene-nutrient interactions

1321 Genetic variation of habitual coffee consumption and glycemic changes in response to weight-loss diet intervention: the Preventing Overweight Using Novel Dietary Strategies (POUNDS LOST) trial. L Han, W Ma, D Sun, Y Heianza, T Wang, Y Zheng, T Huang, D Duan, JGA Bray, CM Champagne, FM Sacks, and L Qi
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